
 

LILYDALE KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 
13 AUGUST, 2016 

JUDGE: MR. ANDREW JONES 

STOCK COAT 
PLACING GRADING BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Promising 

RANDINKA ROCK GOD 30/4/2016 (Juwika Destroyer x Bodecka A Cut Above) 3100341264 
Brd/Exh. G. Green & M. Baldwin - 3 months 
 

  MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 

1 Very  
Promising 

JAYSHELL NAVARA 4/12/2015 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100332849 
Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott - 8 months 
 

  PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 

1 Very  
Promising 

HAUSOSIN ALMOST FAMOUS 18/8/2015 (*Bluemax Tiger Town x *Hausosin Quicksilver) 
6100094486 
Brd/Exh. K. Harris - 11mths. 
 

  JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT 

1 Good INIFF AUTUMN FIRE AZ 9/4/2015 (Schaeferhund Rafael x Iniff Southern Belle) 3100321806 
Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. M. Kelly 
1 year, 4 months 
63.5cm Medium size, medium strong, good head with round eyes that should bve darker. 
Good length of neck, level withers, straight back,  short  steep croup, upper arm could be 
longer and better angled, good hindquarter angulation. Ideally would like to see better length 
of foreleg, slightly soft topline,  short underchest, steps correct going, steps correct coming 
with slightly loose elbows, in movement he could have better reach and drive. 

2 Ungraded KANEKARA FOOTLOOSE AMACINO AZ 23/3/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Gmy) x Bronzehund 
Imadorable) 3100320419 Brd/Exh. Natassa Moissis 
1 year, 4 months 
67.5cm Oversize, strong, masculine male with very good head and expression, well coloured 
mask, right ear slightly tilted in,  good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good length of 
croup which could be better laid, good fore hand angulation, upper arm could be slightly 
longer,  slightly deep hind angulation,  good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps  
close going, close coming, elbows could be firmer.  In movement shows good ground covering 
gait. 

  INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT 

1 Good KARASTRO MCNABBADABADOO AZ 10/10/2014 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) x Karastro 
Ephrodite AZ BSCL2) 3100309908 Brd/Exh. Mrs. D. Berghofer 
22mths.  
65cms Large, medium strong, well coloured sable, head should be stronger, medium eye, good 
length of neck, level withers firm back, good lay of croup which should be longer, good topline, 
slightly short underline, stands correct in front, steps close going where the hocks should  
remain firmer,  close coming. In movement shows good reach with a tendency to high step - 
the hind should have more drive. 

  AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG 

1 Very 
Good 

AMBALA ARRAGON PRINCE AZ 18/11/2014 (Xaro von der Plassenburg x Ambala Funky Miss) 
2100417901 Brd. F. Stokes, R. & P. Berechree Exh. Mrs J. Eaton 
21mths 
65.5cms  Very large, strong, impressive male, good head where the eye should be darker, ears 
should be more erect, good length of neck, level withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep 
croup, slightly high tail set, good fore and hindquarter angulation where the upper arm should 
be longer, good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps slightly close going, correct 
coming.  In movement should have better reach and drive. 
 



 

  OPEN DOG STOCK COAT 

1 EXC *CH VONPETA UGOTTABEKIDDING AZ 4/12/2012 (*Toby von der Plassenberg A ED x *Ch 
Vonpeta Champagne AZ) 5100073113 Brd/Exh. P. NL Damarell & J. E. Pike 
3 years, 8 months 
65.5cms Large, impressive male of very good type, very good head and expression, dark eye, 
good ear carriage, good length of neck, level withers with a slight nick behind,  firm back, good 
lay of croup that could be longer, very good fore and hindqaurter angulation, upper arm could 
be slightly longer, good top and slightly short underline, stands correct in front, steps slightly 
close going, correct coming.  In movement shows balanced ground covering gait.  
 

2 EXC *ESKO VD ZWEISTEINEN (IMP DEU) a ED 6/4/2014 (*Ballack vd Brucknerallee A Ed x Udi vd 
Zwei Stenien) 0 Brd. E. Reoch Exh. F. Grigons 
2 years, 4 months 
66.5cms Very large, medium strong, impressive male, very good head and expression with 
dark masking, dark eye, ears should be more erect, good length of neck, high withers, firm 
back with a slight peak, croup could be longer and better laid,  good length of upper arm that 
could be better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, good top and underline, stands 
correct in front, steps close going, steps correct coming. In movement has very good reach and 
drive. 
 

3 EXC WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ BS CL.1 26/1/2013 (Ch Orrinshir Elton John ET x Willmaurs 
Notting Hill Nell) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J. Wade 
3 years, 6 months 
65.5cms Large, medium strong male, good head and expression, underjaw could be stronger, 
good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good lay of croup that could be longer, upper arm 
could be longer and better angled, good hindquarter angulatuion,  stands correct in front, 
steps correct going and coming, elbows could be firmer, In movement shows good ground 
covering gait with a tendency to carry the tail high. 
 

4 EXC MISTEISHAH FLETCHER AZ ET BSC1 8/1/2014 (Pepe Von Der Zenteiche x Kantenna Lady Ga Ga) 
3100299522 Brd. P. Vincent Exh. P. Dammo 
2 years, 7 months 
63.5cms Above medium size, strong, very well coloured and pigmented male,  very good head 
and expression with dark masking, wide ear set, good length of neck, level withers, firm back, 
good lay of croup that should be longer, high tail set. Good fore and hindquarter angulation, 
slightly forward placed shoulder blade, good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps 
correct going, correct coming where elbows should be firmer, In movement shows balanced 
ground covering gait. 
 

  BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Promising 

STOBAR CARLOTTE 27/2/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer x *Vanland Ava) 3100337499 
Brd/Exh. H. & C. Auwema - 5 months 

2 Very 
Promising 

LEILAHUND ARIIZONA 20/1/2016 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Volscain Xilla AZ ET) 3100336987 
Brd/Exh. H. Stocks - 6 months 

3 Very 
Promising 

STOBAR CRIKETT 27/2/2016 (*Juwika Destroyer x *Vanland Ava) 
Brd.  H. & C. Auwema Exh. J. Eppinger - 5 months 

4 Very 
Promising 

INIFF FRUIT TINGLE 19/4/2016 (*Esko vd ZweiSteinen (Imp Deu) a ED x Iniff Shes The One) 
3100340575 
Brd. Iniff Kennels Exh. F. Grigons - 3 months 
 



 
 

  MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Promising 

AWATEA YMISS SUZIE 24/11/2015 (*Calle v Westervenn a ED x *Awatea Nighttime Hussy AZ) 
3100332530 
Brd/Exh. F. Grigons - 8 months 

2 Very 
Promising 

AWATEA BRIGTH EYES 13/1/2016 (*Esko vd ZweiSteinen (Imp Deu) a ED x *Awatea Holli 
Bgezus) 3100334843 
Brd/Exh. F. Grigons - 7 months 

3 Very 
Promising 

JAYSHELL NELLIE 14/12/15 (*Fremont Hells Bells AZ x *Ch Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100332853 
Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott -  8 months 

4 Very 
Promising 

BLAKNGOLD GET RICH QUICK 23/11/2015 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Blakngold Harley 
Inconspicuous AZ) 3100332152 
Brd/Exh. V. Stocks - 8 months 

5 Promising FREMONT LOVE STORY 9/2/2016 (Veneze Lutz ( Imp UK ) x Java Vom Santamar (Imp Bel)) 
2100450807 
Brd. Mr. S. & Miss. J. Lynch Exh. Mr. I. Ashkenazi - 6 months 

6 Promising SEIGEN FREYA 5/1/2016 (Seigen Heres My Number x Seigen Crunchies Ava) 3100335757 
Brd. Mr. D. & Mrs. C. Gallacher Exh. Mr. D & Mrs. C. Gallacher - 7 months 
 

  PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Promising 

WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BREEZE 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Willmaurs Notting 
Hill Nina AZ) 3100329629 
Brd/Exh. Mr. W. & Mrs. M. Goodwin - 10 months 

2 Very 
Promising 

WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BENNIE 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Willmaurs Notting 
Hill Nina AZ) 3100329630 
Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. Mrs. A. McAnuff - 10 months 

3 Very 
Promising 

ARRISTAR LYKA BAT OUTA HELL 11/11/2015 (Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) x *Harlerose 
Angel CCD) 3100331968 
Brd. Mrs. J. M. Urie Exh. Mrs. A. & Mr. J. Barr - 9 months 

4 Very 
Promising 

VANLAND DREAM WEAVER 25/9/2015 (Buemax Zoomba x Stobar Izobe) 3100329564 
Brd. Mr. H. & Mrs. Van Beek Exh. S. Taylor - 10 months 

5 Very 
Promising 

WILLMAURS BATTERSEA BOBBI 16/9/2015 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Willmaurs Notting 
Hill Nina AZ) 3100329627 
Brd/Exh. Mr. W. & Mrs. M. Goodwin - 10 months 

6 Promising UBIQQUE BLUEBELLS DESIRE 27/8/2015 (Sensen Mann Yokon x Schaefferhund Banja) 
3100329061 
Brd/Exh. Mrs. J. Eaton - 11 months 

7 Promising HASENWAY MALIBU (IID DEU) 28/9/2015 (Cronos del Seprio (Ita) x Zicke vom Feuermelder 
IPO 1 (imp deu)) 3100330125 
Brd. Mr. J. Haase Exh. Mr. J. G. & Mrs. J. A. Strachan - 10 months 
 

  JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Good 

BRONACRE SALTED POPCORN 22/7/2015 (*Ch. Bluemax Salt x Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom 
CD ET) Brd/Exh.  Bronacre Kennels  
1 year, 1 month 
59.5cm Large, strong substantial elongated bitch of very good type, good head and expression, 
eye could be slightly darker, good length of neck, level wither, firm back, good lay of croup 
that could be longer, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good hindquarter 
angulation with broad thighs, stands correct in front, steps correct going and coming. In 
movement shows very good reach and drive. 

2 Very 
Good 

VONPETA DIDYOUMAKEHER 19/7/2015 (*Toby von der Plassenberg A HD x *Natchez Evas 
Revenge AZ) 5100088769 Brd/Exh. P. N. Damarell & J. E. Pike 
1 year 
61cm Very large, sable bitch,medium strong, slightly compacted bitch with very good head 
and expression, ears could be more erect,  eye could be darker, slightly short neck, level 



 

withers, firm back, good length of croup which could be better laid, very good fore and hind 
angulation, good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps slightly close going , correct 
coming, elbows could be firmer, In movement she shows a balanced ground covering gait. 

3 Very 
Good 

DIENAMIC ZIVA THROUGH THE ASH 31/3/2015 (Zandrac The Hard Way x Dienamic 
Flamingphoenix) 3100322316 Brd. Ms. S. Diegan Exh. Mrs. R. Snijders 
1 year, 4 months 
61cm Very large, medium strong, very good head and expression with good ear carriage, dark 
eye, good length of neck, level wither, firm back, good lay of croup that could be longer, upper 
arm could be longer and better angled, good hindquarter angulation, good top and underline, 
stands correct in front, steps slightly close going, correct coming,  elbows should be firmer. In 
movement shows balanced reach and drive but should be more expansive overall. 

4 Very 
Good 

DERHARV GOLDESS 30/5/2015 (*Seigen Jack In A Box x Derharv Gold Dust) 3100324695 
Brd/Exh. Mrs H Kelly 
1 year, 2 months 
62cms Very large, medium strong, sable bitch shown out of coat. Very good head and 
expression, good length of neck thats slightly erect, high withers, firm back, good lay of croup 
that should be longer, upper arm should longer and better angled, good hind angulation, good 
topline, slightly short underchest, stands correct in front, steps correct going, slightly close 
coming where elbows should be firmer. In movement shows balanced gait with a tendency to 
high step. 

5 Very 
Good 

KARASTRO POP DA BUBBLES 16/5/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) x Karasrto Funkadelic 
Chic) 3100323670 Brd/Exh. Mrs. D. Beeghofer 
1 year, 2 months 
59.5cms Large medium strong bitch, good head, eye should be darker, slightly upright neck, 
level withers, firm back, short steep croup, uper arm could be longer and better angled, 
slightly over angulated in the hind, good topline, short underchest, stands correct in front, 
steps wide going, correct coming, elbows should be firmer. In movement shows good ground 
covering gait. 

6 Good GLENRACO CHINA ROSE 11/6/2015 (Vanharley Castro x Glenraco Upsadaisy) 3100325281 
Brd/Exh. G. Johnston 
1 year, 2 months 
61cms Dbl P1 Upper right. Very large, medium strong, elongated bitch, good head, eye should 
be darker and ears should be more erect, good length of neck, level withers, firm back, slightly 
short steep croup, good fore where the upper arm should be longer, good hindquarter 
angulation,  stands not quite correct in front, steps close going, steps correct coming. In 
movement she should have better reach and drive and falls slightly on the forehand. 
 

  INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Good 

*JAYSHELL KENZIE AZ 9/15/2014 (*Ch Bluemax Salt AZ x *Ch Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100311547 
Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott 
58.5cms Above medium size,  medium strong bitch of very good type, shown out of coat, good 
head and expression, good length of neck, high withers with a slight nick behind, good lay of 
croup that could be longer, good length of upper arm that could be better angled, good hind 
angulation, good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going. In 
movement shows balanced ground covering gait. 
1 year, 10 months 

2 Very 
Good 

*BLUEMAX SALTED PRETZEL AZ 03/10/2014 ((*Bluemax Salt x Bluemax Tanzin) Bdr/Exh. 
Bronacre Kennels 
1 year, 9 months 
61.5cms Very large, strong substantial bitch of very good type, very good head and expression 
where the ears could be more erect, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good lay of 
croup that could be longer, good length of upper arm that could be better angled, slightly 
deep hind angulation, with broad thighs, very good top and underline, stands correct in front. 
Steps close going where the hocks could be firmer, steps close coming. In movement shows 
very good ground covering gait where the topline should remain firmer. 
 



 

3 Very 
Good 

JAYSHELL JOKER AZ 11/9/2014 (*Enosch Di Casa Nobili 'a' Z x *Jayshell Petra AZ) 3100311556 
Brd. Mrs. N. McDermott Exh. Mrs. G. Peacock & Mrs. S. Bick 
1 years 11 months 
61.5cms Very large, strong, elongated bitch, very good head and expression where the eye 
should be darker, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, croup should be longer and 
better laid.  Slightly forward placed shoulder blade, upper arm should be longer and better 
angled, good hind angulation with broad thighs, good top and underline, stands correct in 
front, steps correct going and coming.  In movement she should show better reach and drive 
and she falls slightly on the forehand. 

4 Very 
Good 

AWATEA WATTLE FLOWER AZ 18/11/2014 (*Ch Ayko V Nord Wind (Imp Hun)`a ED x *Angie in 
Regnum Marianum (Imp Hun) a ED) 3100314526 Brd/Exh. F. Grigons 
1 year, 8 months 
61.5cms Very large, medium strong, very good head and expression with a medium eye, good 
length of neck which is held slightly erect, high withers, firm back, short steep croup, upper 
arm could be longer and better angled, good hind angulation, good topline and slightly short 
underline, stands correct in front, steps  close going and close coming. In movement she 
should show better reach and drive. 

  HILLMAGIC COST A MINT 9/22/2014 (Chacco Von Der-Freiheit Westerholt x Hillmagic 
Mischief) 2100415272 Brd. P. Jones, B. Parsons & A Torett Exh. Mrs. J. Eaton 
1 year, 10 months 
Withdrawn before critiquing 
 

  OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT 

1 EXC *CH JAYSHELL WINONA AZ 11/1/2010 (*Ch Orrinshir Elton John AZ x *Blakngold Honey 
Jumble AZ) 3100223082 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott 
6 years, 7 months 
58.5cms Above medium size, medium strong bitch of excellent type, very good head and 
expression, eye could be darker, very good size and placement of ears, very good length of 
neck, high withers, firm back, good lay of croup that could be longer, good fore and very good 
hind angulation with broad thighs, good top and very good underline, stands correct in front.  
Steps close going, steps correct coming where the elbows should be firmer.  In movement 
shows very good expansive ground covering gait. 
 

2 EXC WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT AZ BS CL.1 17/1/2014 (Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp 
Deu) x Willmaurs East End Effie) 310030499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S. & J. Wade 
2 years, 6 months 
59.5cms Large, medium strong, well coloured elongated bitch of very good type.   Very good 
head and expression, the eye could be darker, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, 
good lay of croup that could be longer, upper arm could be longer and better angled, good 
hind angulation, good top and underline,  stands correct in front, steps close going, steps 
correct coming.  In movement shows very good ground covering gait. 
 

3 EXC WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY B.S. CLASS 1, AZ 17/1/2014 (Hayo Aus Agrigento x 
Willmaurs East End Effie) 3100300500 Brd/Exh. Mr. W. & Mrs. M. Goodwin 
2 years, 6 months 
60.5cms Large, medium strong, well coloured bitch with good head and expression.  The eye 
could be darker, good length of neck, high withers with a slight nick behind, good length of 
croup that should be better angled, slightly high tail set, upper arm could be better angled, 
good hind angulation, good topline, slightly short underchest, stands correct in front, steps 
slightly close going and coming. In movement shows balanced movement but should have 
better reach and drive. 
 



 
 

4 EXC *VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA AZ 26/7/2014 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED SchHlll (Imp Gmy) 
x *Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) 5100082950 
Brd. P. N. Damarell & J. E. Pike Exh. Arkahla Kennels 
2 years 
61.5cms Dbl P1 Upper left. Very large, strong, substantial elongated well coloured sable bitch  
with dark eyes and very good head and expression.  High withers, firm back, well laid croup 
that could be longer,  good length of upper arm that could be better angled, good hind 
angulation, good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps correct going, steps correct 
coming where the elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows balanced ground covering 
where the topline should remain firmer. 
 

5 EXC *SCHAEFERHUND ENYA AZ 26/9/2013 (*Orrinshir Elton John AZ x * Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) 
3100294757 Brd/Exh. Mrs. I. Bodhal 
2 years, 10 months 
61.5cms Very large, medium strong bitch of very good type, good head where the eye should 
be darker, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, croup could be longer and better 
angled, good length of upper arm that could be better angled, slightly deep hind angulation. 
Good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps correct coming and going.  In movement 
shows good ground covering  gait. 
 

6 EXC CH. LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK BSCL1 AZ 6/7/2013 (Focus Von Der Piste Trophe SchH1 SchH2 
IPO3 (Imp Deu) x Lewisland Foxy Lady) 5100076513 
Brd. Mr. T. R. Metcalfe Exh. V. E. McGinty & T. Metcalfe 
3 years, 1 month 
61.5cms Very large, strong, substantial bitch of good type, very good head where the eye 
could be darker, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, short steep croup, upper arm 
could be longer and better angled, good hind angulation,  good topline, slightly short 
underline, stands correct in front, steps close going, hocks should be firmer, steps correct 
coming, elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows very good ground covering gait. Shown 
in not the best coat condition. 
 

7 EXC *BLAKNGOLD HARLEY INCONSPICUOUS AZ 10/7/2012 (*Ch. Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x 
Blakngold Alligator Blood AZ) 3100275619 Brd/Exh. V. Stocks 
4 years, 1 month 
60.5cms Large, medium strong, well coloured bitch of good type, good head and expression,  
eye could be darker, short neck, level withers, firm back, short steep croup, upper arm could 
be longer and better angled, good hind angulation, good top and underline, stands correct in 
front, steps close going where the hocks should be firmer, steps correct coming.  In movement 
she should show better reach and drive and has a tendency to high step. 
 

  OPEN NEUTER BITCH 

1  TS GRAND CH. DUAL CH. (T) NEUT CH. KILLARA VOLCANIC LAVA AZ CDX RAE ET 21/04/2010 
(Ch. Iturna  Noble Knight x Dual Ch. (t) TS Grand Ch. Killara Padraigin Rain RA) 
Bdr. Mr. P. & Mrs. D. Howard Exh. Mr. U. & Mrs. T. Rhyn 
6 years 4 months 
58.5cms 

2  GLENRACO GOLLY GOSH CD RN 10/12/2008 (Fellow Von Santamar Schh1kk1 (IMP BEL) X 
Glenraco Wild Witch CD) 
Brd.  Ms. G. Johnston Exh. Mrs. D. Jackson 
7 years 8 months 
61.5cms  
 



 

LONG STCOK COAT 
  PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Promising 

BRONACRE MURRUMBIDGEE MURPHY 29/10/2015 (*Xaro Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu) A 
ED Normal x *Bronacre Uluru Matilda) 3100331729 
Brd. Bronacre Kennels Exh. T. Schumann 
9 months 
 

  INTERMEDIATE DOG LONG STOCK COAT 

1 Ungraded HARDROKK MIAMI VICE 19/6/2014 (Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp Deu) x Rantino Hard Rock AZ) 
3100307974 Brd. S.Bell Exh. D.Mitchell 
2 years, 1 month 
59.5cms Under size,  medium strong head should be stronger, the eyes should be darker, short 
neck,  level withers, croup should be longer and better angled, good fore and hind angulations, 
good topline, short underline, stands correct in front, steps close going, hocks should be 
firmer, slightly close coming, elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows balanced ground 
covering gait. 

2 Ungraded MELJENKA GOLDEN NUGGETT 7/1/2015 (Xeno Von Arjakjo (Imp Deu) x Meljenka Dirty 
Dancer) 3100317745 Brd. Mr. V. & Mrs. L. Ebejer Exh. Mrs. S. & (The Late) R. Petrella 
19mths  
63.5cms Above medium size, strong, well coated long coat male, very good colour and 
pigmention, good head where the eye should be darker, good length of neck, high withers, 
firm back, croup should be longer and better laid, good forehand angulation, extreme hind 
angulation, good top and underline, steps close coming, hocks should be firmer, steps close 
coming, elbows and pasterns should be firmer.   In movement has a tendency to high step due 
to the over angulation of the  hindquarter. 
 

  OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT 

1 Ungraded *CH JAYSHELL GLASGOW AZ 24/7/2013 (Ch Ustinov Vom Romerland (Imp Deu) x Ch Jayshell 
Winona) 3100292457 Brd. Mrs. N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ 
3 years 
66.5cms Overshot bite and incorrect alignment of upper and lower jaw. Very large, very good 
head and expression well coated and coloured long coat male, eyes could be darker, good 
length of neck high withers firm back good lay of croup which could be longer, good fore and 
good hind angulation with broad thighs,  good top and underline, stands correct in front, 
stands slightly close going, steps correct coming with slightly loose elbows.  In movement 
shows powerful ground covering gait with a tendency to high step. 
 

  BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Promising 

HARDROKK LEGEND SUZI Q 22/2/2016 (Hayo Aus Agrigento (Imp Deu) x Rantino Hard Rock 
AZ) 3100337785 
Brd/Exh. S. Bell - 5 months 
 

  MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

1 Promising UBIQQUE CRYSTAL PRINCESS 31/1/2016 (Ambala On Fire x Kuirau Aurora) 3100336358 
Brd/Exh. Mrs. J. Eaton - 6 months 
 

  PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Promising 

EROICA EASY ON THE EYE 4/11/2015 (*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x *CH Vladimir Glam 
I Am AZ) 5100090516 
Brd. Eroica Kennels Exh. C. Leonard & K. Morton - 9 months 
 



 
 

  JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

1 Ungraded STOBAR YALINA AZ 28/5/2015 (Bluemax Salt x Vanland Ava) 3100324086 
Brd. Stobar Kennels Exh. N. Cullen 
1 year, 2 months 
63cms Dble P1 lower right Oversize, strong elongated and well coloured LSC bitch, very good 
head and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, level withers, firm back, short steep 
croup. Good forehand angulation where the upper arm should be longer, slightly deep hind 
angulation, good topline, good underline, stands correct in front, slightly close going, hocks 
should be firmer, steps correct coming.  In movement has slight restrictions in reach and drive. 
  

  INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

1 Very 
Good 

VANLAND CARA 22/9/2014 (Jayshell Archimedes x Stobar Izobel) 3100311645 
Brd. Vanland Kennels Exh. Mr. H. & Mrs. S. Van De Beek 
1 year, 10 months 
60cms Large, medium strong bitch, good head with dark masking where the eye could be 
darker, good length of neck, level withers, firm back, short steep croup, good length of upper 
arm which could be better angled, good hind angulation, good top and underline, stands 
correct in front, steps slightly close going, steps correct coming. In movement shows balanced 
ground covering gait with good reach and drive. 
 

2 Very 
Good 

BRONACRE MONEY MONEY MONEY 20/10/2014 (Ch. Bluemax Salt x Ch. Bronacre Dark 
Diamond CCD ET RN) 
Bdr/Exh. Bronacre Kennels 
1 year 10 months 
58cms Above medium size, medium strong, LSC female shown out of coat.  Very good head 
and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep 
croup, upper arm should be slightly longer and better angled, slightly deep hind angulation, 
good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps correct going, slightly close coming 
where the elbows should be firmer. In movement shows well balanced gait. 
  

3 Very 
Good 

AUS CH KARASTRO NOBLE NANA 15/1/2015 (Pepevon Der Zenteiche IPO1 (Imp Deu) x 
Karastro Havana Knights AZ) 3100317615 
Brd/Exh. Mrs. D. Berghofer 
1 year, 7 months 
60cms Large, medium strong bitch of good type, well coloured, slightly short neck, high 
withers, firm back, short steep croup, upper arm could be longer and better angled, slightly 
deep hindquarter angulation, good top and slightly short underline, stands correct in front, 
compact bitch, steps close going where the hocks should be firmer, steps correct coming 
where the elbows should be firmer.  In movement shows good ground covering gait with a 
tendency to high step. 
 

4 Good KPTLONGLOCKS ISLAND GIRL 14/11/2014 (Kazkiri Ximon AZ. CD. RN. x Kooronya Inthe Purple 
A.Z. ET.CD.TD.RN.) 3100314328 
Brd/Exh. K. Cooper 
1 year, 9 months 
59cms Large, strong substantial well coated long stock coat, very good head and expression, 
the eyes could be darker, slightly short neck, level withers, firm back, good lay of croup which 
could be longer,  upper arm could be longer and better angled, slightly placed forward should 
blade,  slightly deep hind angulation with broad thighs, good top and underline, stands correct 
in front, slightly close going hocks should be firmer, correct coming.  In movement she shows 
good ground covering gait and she falls slightly on the forehand. 
 



 
 

  OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 

1 EXC *CH ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE AZ 23/2/2014 (Hatto Vom Huhnegrab (Imp Gmy) x 
Kantenna Venus Delight) 3100303316 
Brd. Mr. & Mrs. A. Jones Exh. D. & L. Organ 
2 years, 5 mon 
60.5cms Very large, strong, substantial  elongated  bitch of very good type, very good head 
and expression with desired dark eye, very good length of neck, level withers, firm back, good 
lay of croup which could be longer, very good fore and hind angulation with broad thighs, 
good top and underline, stands correct in front, steps correct going and coming.  In movement 
shows a very expansive balanced gait with a willingness to work. 
 

2 EXC *SEIGEN BELLAS MOMENT 30/12/2011 (Nord Ch. Fasties Elle Willy Wonka x Ch. Seigen Ylang 
Ylang) 6100075503 
Brd. Mr. D. & MR. C.A. Gallacher Exh. Mrs. H. Kelly 
4 years, 7 months 
59.5cms Large, medium strong, well coloured LSC female, very good head and expression with 
dark eye, good length of neck, level withers, firm back, short steep croup, good fore, good 
hind angulation where the upper arm should be longer, good topline, slightly short underline, 
stands correct in front, steps slightly close going where the hocks should be firmer, steps 
slightly close coming.  In movement she shows good ground covering gait. 
  

  OPEN NEUTER DOG 

1  KPTLONGLOCKS BLACK KNIGHT 14/11/2014 (Kazkiri Ximon CD x Kooronya In the Purple CD RN 
TD ET) 
Bdr/Exh. Mrs. K. Cooper. 
1 year, 9 months 

 


